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INTRODUCTION*

The Court of Justice has recently been called upon to decide

an increasing number of cases concerning public enterprises

and public monopolies. Its case law on Article 90 may not,

however, appear entirely coherent. This is, at least in part, due

to the fact that Article 90 is at the meeting-point of a number

of different policies, including competition, social and industrial

policies. Three resulting tensions are clear.

First, social or industrial considerations may lead a member

state to arrange that specific economic activities are given to a

public monopoly or that they are given with special rights to a

particular undertaking. To what extent does the Treaty

prescribe that competition policy should take precedence over

these considerations? That question leads to the wider issue,

which underlies a great deal of recent discussion, of the

relationship between a free market economy and a state

regulated economy. Whilst the ideas of the free market are

seemingly in the ascendant, the concept of state regulation to

ensure adequate public services has certainly not disappeared

from the thinking of the member states.

The author wishes particularly to thank his Legal Secretary,

William Robinson, for his help. The opinions expressed are per

sonal to the author.
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Second, the extent to which the economy should be managed

or directed by the Community or by the member states, or

indeed by entities within the member states, is an important

and topical issue, particularly, for example, in Belgium and

Germany.

Third, when tensions become conflicts, should these be

resolved by legal or other methods, and should the criteria by

which they are assessed be legal or, for example, economic?

The question is one of competencies. Is this a matter for the

judiciary, the legislature or the executive? What is the proper

allocation of tasks between the branches of government,

whether at community or national level ? The Court of Justice

must consider, in particular, the proper allocation between the

Community courts and the national courts. How far should the

Court of Justice leave these issues to the national judge ?

These problems concern the essence of competition: what is

the purpose of competition, what is the purpose of competition

law, what can it achieve and what should properly be left to

other people and other criteria ? In this respect, Jean Monnet is

said to have said that "the whole Treaty is about competition."

In addressing these problems, Article 90 goes to the heart of

the Treaty. However, the Court of Justice's response has
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perhaps, in the words of an English barrister, Lord Lester, QC,

sounded an uncertain trumpet.'

THE TREATY PROVISIONS

It is necessary, first of all, to mention the relevant Treaty

provisions. Article 222 of the EC Treaty provides that the

Treaty shall be neutral as regards property ownership:

"This Treaty shall in no way prejudice the rules in

member states governing the system of property

ownership. "

The Court has had occasion to reaffirm, in a very recent

judgment, that the Treaty is neutral on property ownership.2

Taking Article 222 at face value, therefore, the creation of

monopolies, nationalisation or the grant of special or exclusive

rights cannot amount per se to a breach of the Treaty.

2

Lester, "The Uncertain Trumpet: References to the Court of

Justice from the United Kingdom; Equal Pay and Equal Treatment

without Sex Discrimination" in Schermers, Timmermans,

Kellermann and Watson, Article 177 EEC: Experiences and

Problems, 1987, T.M.C. Asser Institute.

See Case C-387/93, Banchero, judgment of 14 December 1995,

not yet reported, at paragraph 51.
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On the other hand, the Treaty on European Union inserted

Article 3a into the EC Treaty. Paragraph 1 of this article states:

"For the purposes set out in Article 2, the activities

of the member states and the Community shall

include, as provided in this Treaty and in

accordance with the timetable set out therein, the

adoption of an economic policy which is based on

the close coordination of member states' economic

policies, on the internal market and on the definition

of common objectives, and conducted in

accordance with the principle of an open market

economy with free competition."

It has been argued that Article 3a indicates a shift by the

Community away from any return to complete State regulation

and towards capitalist, or at least free market, ideas about

property ownership.3 Article 3a clearly conditions Article 222

and makes property ownership subject to the freedoms of the

internal market and the principles of free competition.

See Gardner, The Velvet Revolution: Article 90 and the Triumph of

the Free Market in Europe's Regulated Sectors (1995) 16 ECLR

78, at 79.
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It is in that overall context that one must read Article 90.

Article 90 consists of three paragraphs which were originally

thought to deal with different situations. However, the Court

has recently held that Article 90 is to be read as a whole.4 It

reads as follows:

" 1. In the case of public undertakings and

undertakings to which member states grant

special and exclusive rights, member states

shall neither enact nor maintain in force any

measure contrary to the rules contained in

this Treaty, in particular to those rules

provided for in Article 6 and Articles 85 to

94.

2. Undertakings entrusted with the operation of

services of general economic interest or

having the character of a revenue-producing

monopoly shall be subject to the rules

contained in this Treaty, in particular to the

rules on competition, in so far as the

application of such rules does not obstruct

the performance, in law or in fact, of the

tasks assigned to them. The development of

4
Case C-230/91, Corbeau [1993] ECR 1-2533, at paragraph 13.
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trade must not be affected to such an extent

as would be contrary to the interests of the

Community.

3. The Commission shall secure the application

of the provisions of this Article and shall,

where necessary, address appropriate

directives or decisions to member states."

The first paragraph of Article 90 deals with public undertakings

and undertakings to which member states grant special or

exclusive rights. For example, in the United Kingdom, the tele

phone company, British Telecommunications plc, although it is

no longer a public undertaking, has certain special rights. It

can, for instance, dig up the street outside my house without

asking for special permission to do so. That is a special and, in

some respects, an exclusive right. Article 90 requires the

member states, in granting such rights, to comply with the

rules on non-discrimination and competition.

The second paragraph of Article 90 deals with undertakings,

whether public or private, entrusted with the operation of

services of general economic interest or having the character of

a revenue producing monopoly. To take the same example,

British Telecommunications plc would fall within the category
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of undertakings entrusted with the operation of services of

general economic interest since it is given certain rights and

obligations in order that it may provide ,a universal telephone

system subject to competition. Undertakings of that sort are to

be subject to the rules in the Treaty, in particular the rules on

competition, but only insofar as the application of such rules

does not obstruct the performance, in law or in fact, of the

particular public interest tasks assigned to them.

The third paragraph of Article 90 offers a context for legislation

at Community level. It requires the Commission to ensure the

application of the article and, when necessary, to issue

appropriate directives or decisions to member states.

JUDICIAL CONTROL OF THE EXISTENCE OF LEGAL

MONOPOLIES

I have previously suggested, in an article written with Mark

Hoskins following the FIDE conference in Rome in 1994, that

there are four possible approaches to judicial control of the

existence of legal monopolies:5

Edward and Hoskins, Article 90: Deregulation and EC Law.

Reflections arising from the XVI FIDE Conference (1995) 32

CMLRev 157.
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(1) Member states have exclusive competence in relation to

the grant of legal monopolies ("the Absolute Sovereignty

approach");

(2) Member states are free to grant legal monopolies

provided that the operation of the monopoly does not

have the necessary consequence of contravening the

rules of the EC Treaty ("the Limited Sovereignty

approach");

(3) The mere grant of a legal monopoly is a "per se violation"

of Article 90(1) since the member state necessarily

places the relevant undertaking in a dominant position,

free of the normal market constraints, so that it is able to

pursue abusive practices ("the Absolute Competition

approach"); and

(4) Member states may create legal monopolies only where

this is justified by a legitimate national objective and

where the consequent restriction of competition is limited

to what is necessary to achieve this objective ("the

Limited Competition approach").

At opposite ends of the spectrum, the Absolute Sovereignty

approach emphasises the freedom of member states, while the
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Absolute Competition approach emphasises the need for free

competition. In between, but on either side of the medium, are

the Limited Sovereignty and Limited Competition approaches.

The Absolute Sovereignty approach

Proponents of the absolute sovereignty approach argue that

Article 90 leaves the member states free to create public

undertakings and to confer on them special or exclusive

obligations and rights. The Community may interfere neither

with the selection of the particular activities in respect of

which rights are to be conferred upon the undertakings nor

indeed with the extent to which those undertakings are to be

immune from competition. In effect, member states are free to

create legal monopolies, without the act of granting such rights

(as opposed to the operation of such monopolies) being subject

in any way to the rules of the EC Treaty.

The French Government adopted such an argument in Case C

202/88 France v Commission (Telecoms Terminal Equipment).6

In that case, France challenged the competence of the

Commission to adopt the telecommunications terminal

equipment directive7 on the basis of Article 90(3). It argued, in

6

7

[1991] ECR 1-1223.

Commission Directive 88/301 on Competition in the Markets in

Telecommunications Terminal Equipment (OJ 1988, L 131, p. 73).
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essence, that the grant of special and exclusive rights could

not constitute a "measure" subject to Community control

within the meaning of Article 90( 1). However, the Court clearly

rejected the absolute sovereignty approach.8

It seems therefore to follow from the terms of the Treaty, as

interpreted in France v Commission, that member states have

not retained complete sovereignty in relation to the creation of

legal monopolies.

The Limited Sovereignty approach

Under the limited sovereignty approach, member states are

free to grant legal monopolies, to create public undertakings, to

confer on them special rights and to impose on them special

obligations. However, in doing so the member states must not

create a situation in which operation of the monopoly has the

necessary consequence of contravening the competition rules

of the Treaty. That approach considers the matter from the

point of view of the freedom of action of the member state. A

member state will be in breach of Article 90( 1) only where

" ... the undertaking in question, merely by exercising the

exclusive right granted to it, cannot avoid abusing its dominant

Case C-202/88, supra, at paragraph 22.
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position n •9 The Court has adopted this approach, with differing

conclusions, in a series of cases.

First, in Case C-41/90, H6fner v Macrotron, a German law

reserved the provision of executive employment recruitment

services to a public employment agency. The Court found that

the public employment agency was manifestly unable to

satisfy the demand for executive recruitment services. This

situation, created by the member state and protected by

legislation, constituted a breach of Article 90( 1) coupled with

Article 86(b) since the national legislation restricted the

availability of a service to the detriment of those who wished

to use that service.

Second, in Case C-323/93, La Cresp e//e, the Court considered

the compatibility of the geographical monopoly conferred upon

bovine insemination centres in France with Articles 86 and

90( 1). It examined the question whether the insemination

centres' alleged abuse in charging exorbitant prices was a

direct consequence of the national law. The Court held that

whilst the national law allowed the centres to require certain

9
See Cases C-41190, H6fner v. Macrotron [1991] ECR 1-1979, at

paragraph 29; C-323/93, La Crespelle [1994] ECR 1-5077, at

paragraph 18; and C-387/93, Banchero, supra, at paragraph 51.
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breeders to pay additional costs, that power did not lead to an

abuse of their dominant position.

Lastly, in Case C-387/93, Banchero, the Pretura circondariale

de Genova requested a preliminary ruling on the compatibility

of the Italian state tobacco importation and sale monopoly with

Articles 86 and 90. The Italian state agency (nAAMsn) held a

dominant position on the tobacco distribution market on

account of its exclusive rights in the production and wholesale

markets and its retail licensing powers. The Court held that the

system was not manifestly unable to satisfy consumers and

that the national legislation did not lead AAMS to exploit its

dominant position.

The Court's examination of Article 90 under the limited

sovereignty approach therefore tests, from the perspective of

member states, the limits of national sovereignty in the field of

competition. But the Court's balancing of divergent

considerations at this meeting point of policies has produced a

variety of results.

The Absolute Competition approach

The absolute competition and limited competition approaches

consider the problem from an alternative point of view to the

approaches based on sovereignty. The question is not whether
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the member state is entitled to create a particular situation, but

whether the situation so created complies in practice with the

usual competition law requirements.

The absolute competition approach is that the mere creation of

a legal monopoly is sufficient to breach Article 90(1). The

creation of a national monopoly or the grant of special or

exclusive rights will, by definition, place the undertaking

concerned in a dominant position in which there is a possibility,

although not a requirement, for it to abuse its dominant

position. If the undertaking is one to which Article 86 applies,

the possibility of abuse is sufficient to breach Articles 86 and

90.

Apparent support for this approach can be found in two cases.

In Case C-260/89, ERT, the Court held that the grant of

exclusive rights to a state radio and television company was a

breach of Article 90( 1), " ...where those rights are liable to

create a situation in which that undertaking is led to infringe

Article 86 of the Treaty by virtue of a discriminatory

broadcasting policy which favours its own programmes." 10 The

mere grant of exclusive rights to ERT placed it in a position

where it might pursue such a discriminatory policy.

10
[1991] ECR 1-2925, at paragraph 37.
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Similarly, in Case C-179/90, Merci convenziona/i porto di

Genova SpA,11 stevedore services were exclusively reserved to

certain dock work undertakings in Italy. Merci enjoyed the

exclusive right to organise dock work in the Port of Genoa for

ordinary goods. On the facts, it appeared that the dock work

undertakings which enjoyed exclusive rights were responsible

for a number of abuses of their dominant positions. The Court

held that a member state is in breach of Article 90( 1) if it

creates a situation in which an undertaking is induced to

commit abuses, seemingly without the requirement that the

Italian law necessarily led to those abuses.

ERT and Merci should perhaps be read in a more limited way,

since there are a number of objections to the absolute

competition approach. First, Article 90 would no longer have a

function. Every grant of special or exclusive rights would

constitute a breach of Article 90( 1) since, by definition, the

creation of a national legal monopoly places the relevant

undertaking in a dominant position under competition law

which it may possibly abuse.12 The absolute competition

approach is thus internally inconsistent.

11

12

[1991] ECR 1-5889.

See Case 322/82, Michelin v Commission [1983] ECR 3461, at

paragraph 30.
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Second, the approach would have the effect of preventing

member states from granting legal monopolies under any

circumstances, including those areas~ of economic activity

which constitute "natural monopolies". The supply of water is

one example. Whilst companies may be able to compete in

certain limited respects in this sector, it is economically

unrealistic to envisage extensive competition between water

suppliers within an area both on account of the scale and

expense involved and because of the nature of the supply.

The Limited Competition approach

The limited competition approach acknowledges that member

states may create legal monopolies, but that such monopolies

must be justified by a legitimate national objective and satisfy

the principle of proportionality: that is, the consequent

restriction of competition must not exceed what is necessary

in order to attain the objective.

This approach can be found in Case 155/73, Sacchi, in which

the Court considered the exclusive television broadcasting

rights granted to an Italian company, RAI, including commercial

advertising. The Court held that "nothing in the Treaty prevents

member states, for considerations of public interest, of a non

economic nature, from removing radio and television

transmissions, including cable transmissions, from the field of
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competition by conferring on one or more establishments an

exclusive right to conduct them." 13

Further support can be found in Case C-230/91, Corbeau.14 Mr

Corbeau had a same-day-delivery postal service in Liege. He

collected and delivered mail by hand in the Liege area and, if

the mail was destined for places outside Liege, dispatched it by

the Belgian postal service. He was prosecuted before the

criminal courts in Liege for breaching the Belgian postal

monopoly. Mr Corbeau challenged the legality of the Belgian

postal monopoly, arguing that a public monopoly cannot

exclude all possible competition if the monopolist is unable to

provide an adequate service. Belgium argued, on the other

hand, that the public postal monopoly pursued the legitimate

public interest of basic universal supply at a standard tariff: the

grant of the monopoly and the exclusion of competition from

the most profitable parts of the business were therefore

justified.

The Court of Justice held that Article 90( 1) must be read in

conjunction with Article 90(2), in relation to which it observed

that member states may grant exclusive rights to undertakings

performing services of general economic interest provided that

13

14

[1974] ECR409, at paragraph 14.

supra, note 4.

•••
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the restrictions on competition are necessary for the

performance of that general economic interest.15 On the facts

of the case, the Court held that the obligation to ensure

universal supply of basic postal services' throughout Belgium at

uniform tariffs and under similar conditions constituted a

service of general economic interest, but that it was for the

national court to consider whether it was in fact necessary to

exclude all competition in order to achieve this objective.

The limited competition approach may be found in a different

context in other areas of competition law. An example is the

Magill TV Guide case.16 The Magill case concerned the weekly

listings of television programmes in television magazines. At

the material time, no comprehensive weekly television guide

was available on the market in Ireland or Northern Ireland. The

television companies in Great Britain (the BBC and ITV) and the

Republic of Ireland (RTE) published weekly magazines covering

exclusively their own programmes and commanded substantial

advertising revenues. Irish and Northern Irish citizens, many of

whom could receive BBC, ITV and RTE broadcasts, would have

-

15

16

supra, at paragraph 14.

Joined Cases C-241 191P and C-242/91 P, Radio Telefis Eireann

and Independent Television Publications Ltd ("Magill TV Guide")

[1995] ECR 1-743.

III
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to buy all three magazines if they wanted to have a

comprehensive listing for the forthcoming week.

Magill attempted to publish a comprehensive weekly listing

magazine, but was prevented from doing so by the television

companies who exercised, under national law, copyright

protection for their own listing. The case reached the Court of

Justice on appeal from the Court of First Instance which had

upheld the Commission decision finding a breach of Article 86.

The Court dismissed the appeal. It held that the exercise of an

exclusive intellectual property right may, in exceptional

circumstances, involve abusive conduct. Such exceptional

circumstances were present in this case. First, the refusal to

supply the listing information prevented the appearance of a

new product which the television companies did not offer and

for which there was a potential consumer demand. Second,

there was no justification for the refusal in the activity of

broadcasting. Lastly, the television companies were reserving

to themselves a secondary market in weekly television guides

by excluding the raw materials from third parties.

The Court's analysis is based upon the same approach to

competition as in the Corbeau case. The extent to which a

private intellectual property monopolist or a public monopolist
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can rely upon those monopoly rights is not unfettered. In

particular, there is a limit to which an undertaking can be

allowed to rely on such a right in order to prevent a third party

entering the market where there is an unsatisfied public

demand, whether in that particular sector of, the market or

another sub-sector.

The appropriate approach ?

Four different approaches have been suggested: absolute

sovereignty, absolute competition, limited sovereignty and

limited competition. The Court's case-law has not yet made it

clear which is the most appropriate approach.

Nonetheless, there are convincing reasons for rejecting the

absolute sovereignty and absolute competition approaches. It

cannot have been intended that member states are absolutely

free to organize public monopolies, public undertakings without

regard to competition. This interpretation has been reinforced

by the new words of Article 3a. Correspondingly, the very

existence of Article 90 denies an approach under which the

mere creation of public monopolies or public undertakings is per

se in conflict with the competition rules of the Treaty.

Adoption of either the limited sovereignty approach or the

limited competition approach necessarily requires the Court to
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conduct a balancing exercise. There remains the issue of the

point of departure for this exercise. Should the member states

be presumed to have the freedom to create legal monopolies,

the effect of Community law being only to place restrictions on

that freedom (the limited sovereignty approach) or should the

restriction of competition inherent in legal monopolies be illegal

unless justified and necessary (the limited competition

approach) ? The case law is divided and the issue remains live.

LEGISLATIVE CONTROL

The various meeting points of policies discussed in this paper

may partly explain the Court's uncertain trumpet. But however

clear the Court's case-law may become, it cannot be expected

to define a coherent Community policy for every sector through

judgments in ad hoc cases. The task of defining policy falls, in

varying degrees, to the member states, the Commission, the

Council and the Parliament. These bodies are the other

members of the orchestra in which the Court is, at most, one

of the players. The crucial question is, who is to deal with the

legislative control of monopolies and according to what

criteria? In this respect, the absence of a common score

amongst the other members of the orchestra may also partly

explain the Court's uncertain notes.
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The need for legislation is clear. The Court can only consider

those cases which are brought before it. In references for

preliminary rulings, it is often asked to apply the competition"
rules to a particular sector, to create a free market and to

deregulate. But, whilst the Court may deal with, issues of fact

in direct actions brought by the Commission against member

states, it does not have effective means of finding facts or

dealing with highly technical questions in references for

preliminary rulings from national courts. In those cases, the

instinct of the Court is to provide broad principl~s which the

national judge can apply, on finding the facts, to the detailed

technical issues. That is a theoretically satisfactory way of

dealing with the problem. However, the application of those

principles may differ between member states, depending on

whether the respective governments and courts tend to favour

privatized or nationalized industries. Uniformity and a level

playing field can more readily be achieved through legislation.

The Council and the Commission both have legislative powers

under the Treaty to regulate public enterprises and public

monopolies. Article 90(3) provides the Commission with a

specific, though limited, legislative power. The Council, and to

some extent the Council and the Parliament, retain

considerable legislative authority, for example to adopt
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harmonisation measures under Article 1OOa17 or competition

law measures under Article 87.18

The extent of the exercise of the Commission's power to

legislate under Article 90(3) has been challenged by the

member states before the Court. Thus, France and Spain,

Belgium and Italy, respectively, brought actions seeking the

annulment of the telecommunications terminal equipment

directive 19 and the telecommunications services directive.2o

The Court, whilst largely upholding the content of both

directives, emphasised the limits of the Commission's

legislative authority. In Case C-202/88 France v Commission

(telecommunications terminal equipment), the Court struck

down Article 7 of the directive on the ground that Article 90(3)

17

18

19

20

Article 100a permits the Council to "adopt the measures for the

approximation of the provisions laid down by law, regulation or

administrative action in Member States which have as their object

the establishment and functioning of the internal market".

Article 87 permits the Council to "adopt any appropriate

regulations or directives to give effect to the principles set out in

Articles 85 and 86".

Case C-202/88, France v Commission [1991] ECR 1-1223.

Joined Cases C-271, 281, 289/90 Spain, Belgium, Italy v

Commission [1992] ECR 1-5833 challenging Commission Directive

90/388 on competition in the markets for telecommunications

services (OJ 1990, L 192, p. 10) .

••
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bestows power on the Commission only to adopt directives in

relation to state measures concerning legal monopolies and

does not extend to anti-competitive conduct engaged in by

undertakings on their own initiative. Despite" these limits, the

Commission's role under Article 90(3) may be particularly

significant where proposed legislation is blocked in the Council

due to the failure of the member states to reach agreement.

The reluctance of the member states to accept the

Commission's legislative power under Article 90(3) has been

displayed very recently. The Commission adopted Directive

95/51 on 18 October 1995,21 as the latest measure in the

liberalisation of telecommunications. The directive extends the

principles of competition enshrined in Directive 90/38822 to

cable television networks. Spain and Portugal have challenged

the validity of certain articles of Directive 95/51 in actions for

annulment before the Court of Justice.23 They argue that the

Commission does not have competence to extend the

principles of Directive 90/388 on the basis of Article 90(3).

21

22

23

Commission Directive 95/51 amending Directive 90/388 with

regard to the abolition of the restrictions on the use of cable

television networks for the provision of already liberalised

telecommunications services (OJ 1995, L 256, p. 49).

supra, note 22.

Case C-11196, Spain v. Commission, pending, and C-12/96,

Portugal v.Commission, pending.
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They submit that Article 100a is the correct legal base. The

Court of Justice must therefore, once again, adjudicate the

limits of the Commission's legislative power under Article

90(3).

The telecommunications cases

The telecommunications sector, as seen above, is a classic

example of the legislative and judicial difficulties of

deregulation. Complementary legislative measures were

adopted by the Commission and the Council. The Commission

adopted directives under Article 90(3) requiring the introduction

of free competition into national markets, while the Council

adopted directives under Article 100a in order to harmonise

relevant technical conditions. These directives, and similar

Council directives on deregulation in other fields, involve

precise legislative work laying down precise rules in a highly

technical field. The legislative bodies remain, however, political

institutions which are susceptible to necessary political

compromises and omissions. Compromise formulae are found

to circumvent difficult policy questions and hard issues may be

avoided altogether in the legislation. The reality of current

Community legislation in the field of deregulation and

privatization is that it leaves many fundamental questions to be

resolved, eventually, by the Court .

••
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A line of cases in the telecommunications sector illustrates

both the necessity and difficulties of Community legislation.24

One aspect of regulation which arose prior to, during and after

the entry into force of the telecommunications terminal

equipment directive was whether the task of regulating the

telecommunications market may be entrusted to an

undertaking which is itself engaged commercially in that

market. Case C-18/88, GB-INNO-BM was brought prior to the

entry into force of the directive, and concerned the Belgian

PTT's prohibition on the marketing of telephones which it had

not authorised, whilst itself offering telephones for sale to the

public. The Court held that "the maintenance of effective

competition and the guaranteeing of transparency require that

the drawing up of technical specifications, the monitoring of

their application, and the granting of type-approval must be

carried out by a body which is independent of public or private

undertakings offering competing goods or services in the

telecommunications sector. ,,25 The consolidated authorization

••

24

25

See Cases C-202/88, France v. Commission [1991] ECR 1-1223

(Terminals); C-18/88, GB-/nno-BM [1991] ECR 1-5941; C-46/90 &

C-93/91, Lagauche and Evrard [1993] ECR 1-5267; C-69/91,

Decoster [1993] ECR 1-5335; C-92/91, Tail/andier [1993] ECR 1

5383; and C-91/94, Tranchant, judgment of 9 November 1995,

not yet reported.

supra, at paragraph 26 .

11
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and commercial functions of the Belgian PTT were therefore

contrary to Articles 3(f), 86 and 90 of the Treaty.

This principle was enshrined in Article 6 of the directive which

provides that the task of regulating the telecommunications

market may not be entrusted to an undertaking which is itself

engaged commercially in that market by offering goods or

services. In Joined Cases C-46/90 and C-93/91, Lagauche and

Evrard, the facts of the case spanned the entry into force of

the directive. The cases concerned, once again, the Belgian

PTT's regulatory powers, in particular regarding the allocation

of radio-waves and the sale of mobile phones, walkie-talkies

and radiocommunications equipment. The Court held that the

cumulation of regulatory and commercial functions in the RTT

was illegal as from 1 July 1989, the implementation date for

Article 6. However, for the period prior to 1 July 1989, the

Court held, due to the nature of the national regulatory system,

that the Belgian legislation was not contrary to Article 90 in

conjunction with Article 86.

Thus, the Court has been required to consider not only the

extent to which the Commission may legislate under Article

90(3) and the relationship of that legislation with the

substantive provisions of the Treaty, but also its effect in the

increasingly complex factual situations created by the member

----------------------------------~
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states in these sectors. The facts of the recent Tranchant case

highlight the complexity of the French telecommunications

sector and the extent to which the Court requires the regulator

to be independent from the relevant market~

.
Mr Tranchant was prosecuted for advertising cordless

telephones, telephone-answering machines and facsimile

machines which had not been granted prior type-approval by

the relevant French Ministry. Only one laboratory had been

authorised to carry out the necessary tests for type-approval,

namely the Laboratoire d'Essai et d'Agrement (LEA). The LEA

formed part of the Centre National d'Etudes des

Telecommunications (CNET). CNET was a scientific body

attached to France Telecom, an economic operator which

markets terminal equipment. In addition to this indirect link

between LEA and France Telecom, France Telecom appointed

the director of the LEA. Mr Tranchant argued that the LEA was

not independent within the meaning of Article 6 of the

directive.

The Court held that LEA was not independent of France

Telecom. The Court stressed that regulation should be

entrusted to bodies independent of competitors in the particular

market in order to ensure transparency, objectivity and non

discrimination. Despite the seemingly indirect links between the
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LEA and France Telecom, the Court strictly applied its previous

case law in order that equality of opportunity was secured as

between the various economic operators.

CONCLUSION

To end at that point seems like ending a concert in the middle

of a bar. But the composer has not yet finished the score and

we do not yet know how the music will end.

Article 90 is one of the really interesting provisions of the

Treaty as it forms the pivot between competing policies. The

balance between these policies is particularly delicate in times

of economic difficulty, such as the Community has recently.

endured. The tendency at such times towards protectionism,

state regulation and the creation of comfortable monopolies

does not sit well with the avowed aim of the Community, as

expressed in Article 3a, of a free market based on principles of

free competition. The seeming uncertainty of direction of the

member states and the ambiguities contained in the Treaty

must be resolved, on occasion, by the Court. If the trumpet is

uncertain, it is because the Community as a whole is uncertain

as to the purpose and direction of competition policy. It is

primarily for the political and legislative institutions to face up

to that challenge .

•••
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